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The GRT Network and Greg Roe’s 
training program embraces both the 
Traditional and Freestyle element of 
acrobatic sports.   We have created an 
official community that provides a 
platform for athletes who want to 
express themselves in unique ways.  
  
Traditional Trampoline has been around 
since the 1940s with the first World 
Championships  in 1964. Since then, 
trampoline has had its ups and downs, 
but  was accepted into the Olympics in 
2000 thanks to the efforts of people like 
George Nissen, the inventor of the 
modern day trampoline.  Olympic 
trampoline specializes in mathematics 
and precision of a discrete set of skills.   

Freestyle Trampoline focuses on the 
wider spectrum of skills that are 
physically possible and includes not just 
difficult skills, but creativity as well. 



Level 3 

FULL PROGRAM BUILDING BLOCKS 

GRT BUILDING BLOCKS INTRODUCTION 

Welcome to our Full GRT Approach Program! This full Pathway will 
go through the conceptualization and application process that was 
not discussed in the first Basic Building Blocks Pathway. It also 
goes through the rest of the common trampoline skills that all 
acrobats should be able to learn that are not outlined in the second 
Biological Building Blocks Pathway. This Full Pathway is meant for 
athletes who want to think about having a full career in Flipping or 
coaching and want to truly understand the conceptualization of 
acrobatic skills all the way up to Triples.  

I will cover basic biology, psychology and physiology so that we 
can really see the BIG PICTURE of what it means to be an acrobatic 
athlete and build your skills. We will go all the way up to the BIG 
TRICKS but you will see exactly how these big tricks will reuse the 
same building blocks that we will cover in the first few sections.  

For this Pathway we will start by discussing how your reality is built 
up molecule-by-molecule, atom-by-atom and discuss how this 
really is the base of our Universe, at least from a scientific 
perspective.  

I will then move to how your body is built up in the same fashion 
and then discuss even how your concept of reality is built up this 
way within the mind. We will discuss how your spatial awareness is 
built up and how you can “Fill In The Gaps” to greatly reduce Lost 
Move Syndrome.  

We will then get into the basic building blocks of acrobatics and 
build our skills all the way up to basic single flips using this build up 

CLICK ICON TO 

WATCH VIDEO

https://youtu.be/JtUMYmeTwIY
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BUILDING THE BIOLOGICAL FOUNDATION 

#1 BIOLOGICAL BUILDING BLOCKS  

We start off our training program by looking at the entire Universe 
through a scientific lens, to see it the way a Quantum Physicist 
sees the Universe. This is a simplified version of course, but it gives 
the overall picture of what our Universe is thought to be made of. 

It is our response to atoms and molecules wizzing around us that 
we perceive through our five senses that really gives us a picture 
of the world. Remember, the brain sits in a black chamber, called 
your skull, so when you think you are seeing something or hearing 
something, it is really atoms or molecules colliding with your retina 
or ear drum, turning that vibration into electrical signals received by 
your brain. By doing this for many years, you will develop a mental 
picture of the outside world that you call reality.  

A lot of this is done before you were born through your long 
ancestral history and in a very real way, you are simply continuing 
the development of your body and concept of reality and adding 
on to those experiences throughout your lifetime. You will then 
have updated the genetic code with your personal experiences 
and which is then passed onto your children, who will continue the 
process.  

The Universe is ‘built up’ from a scientific perspective and that is 
why we will be continuing with that analogy throughout this entire 
program. Please see some of our written material such as my book, 
‘Coaching Creatures - The Unsolved Circuits’ for even more detail 
on this concept.  #GRTcertified  

#2 BUILDING BLOCKS OF NUTRITION   

Since we have already set the idea of ‘Building’ we will continue 
this concept and apply it to the human body. The body is like a 

https://youtu.be/v4ij0wIZDhY
https://youtu.be/F8CbUXdDosQ


large recycling centre that takes atoms and molecules from the 
outside your body, creating a ‘domino effect’ by changing the 
atoms and molecule shapes and sizes to create energy in the body. 
You use it in the form of body movement, but also for basic body 
functions like breathing and temperature regulation.  

Much in the same way, we are going down a “Rotational Pathway of 
Acrobatics.”  The molecules that you ingest though your diet also 
go through a pathway to create energy. The similarities to our 
acrobatic building blocks should be noted as you should be able to 
see the energy ‘building’ process is the same by taking a set 
number of molecules and rearranging them into different 
molecules.  

As we dive into the acrobatic building blocks on trampoline, you 
will see the exact same strategy being used to take a set number 
of ‘building blocks’ and create a vast amount of skills that you can 
try. #GRTcertified  

#3 THE 3-D MODEL OF ACROBATICS  

This is my favourite part because I actually developed this model of 
education with University researchers and have applied this to my 
training and coaching with great success. When you think about 
going from one progression to another when learning a new skill, 
you might look at acrobatics as a “Yes” or “No” mentality. I can 
make it or I can’t. This is not the best way to look at acrobatics. 
Instead you will want to look at it from a 3-D point of view that 
shows you what is in between all of these ‘progressions’ is an 
infinite number of baby steps you can take.  

Each step is 1o of rotation on any axis. By simply stacking 1o of 
rotation on the previous degree you can literally ‘build’ your way to 

every skill possible. In this video we will use ‘chunks’ of 90o 
rotations that I call “Quarters.” We can break down skills into 
quarter rotations and build up through all skills. If an athlete is 
struggling to get a full quarter rotation or twist, this concept allows 

them to break down that 90o chunk into as many small steps as 
possible, giving the athlete true control over their building process.  

https://youtu.be/oaCTrfbmSs8


Here is an example of how this can help: When an athlete wants to 
learn their first flip a coach will usually come in and hand spot the 
flip. But, what if for some reason the coach is unavailable? What if 
the athlete just decides to “go for it” as we see so many kids do? 
What if they are a Freestyle athlete who chooses to go it alone?  

When you go from Stomach Drop all the way over 180o to your 
back (3/4 flip) you will be completing 180 steps. This is because 
essentially, every degree is a step! Imagine standing at the bottom 
of your stairs and trying to step or jump up 180 steps… Good luck 
with that!   

Instead, we can ‘cheat’ and go around the side or off-axis on a 
different pathway that will allow that athlete to build up the concept 
of a front flip but with smaller steps that protect the head and neck.  

There are many different skills that Traditional coaches will have to 
‘go for’ because they have not been able to break down 180 steps 
into one step at a time. The off-axis strategy we will use in this 
program will allow athletes to take any size step they want if they 
simply follow the program.  

Furthermore, by being able to go on all of these ‘off-axis’ 
trajectories, the brain can create a 3-D map in the mind using the 
same methodology already described in the first few videos. By 
teaching athletes to explore the different trajectories their body will 
go on, even if they are not ‘on-axis,’ will allow them to be adaptable 
to new situations. There are always new situations so any athlete 
will want a full 3-D view of acrobatics compared to a 2-D linear 
view with many gaps and major jumps of 180 steps. 

I hope by now, you see the attractiveness of this building strategy 
and see that your entire reality and conceptualization of who you 
are and what you are has been built up as well. We can use that 
same principal on the trampoline to see the full Universe of 
possibilities in acrobatics.  #GRTcertified 



#4  AXES AND PLANES 

Now, before we get into the actual building process, we need to 
see how the body moves. When you move the body the 
distribution of your mass changes. As the mass distribution of your 
body shifts one way or another, gravity acts on you differently and 
pulls you differently. Each body shape has a unique ‘gravitational 
pull’ if you will so understanding how the body moves its levers to 
create these different shapes really matters if you are going to tart 
inventing your own Freestyle tricks safely. 

Every movement you do is a rotation, whether it is internal between 
the joints of the body or external to your environment.  The way 
you rotate the levers int he body determines how your body will 
rotate in the environment and more importantly on the trampoline. 
We will review this rotational concept again with The 1% Rule, but 
for now just understand that any athlete or coach who wants to 
truly invent skills of their own needs to understand the basic 
movements of the body.  They need to understand how mass 
distribution changes with different positions. To do that we need to 
take a jump into some physiology and learn about the anatomy of 
the body so we can see what levers are pulled that create your 
movement.  

To understand how a physiologist looks at the body we need to 
take a quick lesson in labeling the body. I have stuck to the simple 
major labels but you should be able to see a pattern building just 
like in the first several videos.  #GRTcertified  

#5  BASIC LANGUAGE  

The body does have a language of its own that scientists use to 
label parts and systems. In this video I will discuss some of this 
language as it relates to basic human movement and anatomical 
positions. Using these words at a coaching seminar or conference 
will help you stand out amongst your peers as someone who has 
taken the time to do the research and understand the body as a 
whole entity. Many coaches focus on progressions but forget about 
the basics of the human body that help you create unique 

https://youtu.be/GS4ygT3jgVU
https://youtu.be/XZlzeB3dw4Q


movements. If you are going to just recreate skills others have 
done, then mimicking other progressions will suffice. However, if 
you want to invent your own skills, you need to understand the 
scaffolding of the human body so that you know exactly what you 
are doing when you move one body part or another. There are 
nuances that are not quite apparent on the surface that actually 
can increase injuries or even lengthen recovery time; something to 
think about.  #GRTcertified  

#6  BONE LANDMARK TERMS  

In this video I discuss some of the major labeling take-home points 
that are important to note. Landmarks tend to be where muscles, 
ligaments and tendons attach to bones. By knowing where they 
attach you can start to isolate muscles and their actions, in order to 
pinpoint ares of soreness, activate specific flexibility training or 
better fine-tune muscle contractions, so you can be more skill 
specific. This aspect is generally of most use to a strength and 
conditioning coach. If you are a gymnast, strength and conditioning 
is 50% of the battle to training, so knowing where your muscles 
attach to your bones is very important. You wouldn’t want to be 
accidentally targeting the wrong muscle that may create an 
imbalance would you?  #GRTcertified  

#7  OVERVIEW ALL BONEY LANDMARKS 

In this video I review over all the major landmarks of the bones and 
point out notable aspects that are worth remembering. Again, most 
of the landmarks tell you where muscles are originating and 
attaching, so an athlete or coach can map out their muscle 
development the same way we map out our reality and building 
strategy on the trampoline. Anatomy is no different.  #GRTcertified  

https://youtu.be/4HK3ckxfm0Q
https://youtu.be/voBcDEKNE_Q


#8  TYING THE BODY TOGETHER 

In this video, we look at how ligaments basically help ‘tie’ the body 
together, so before we get into the muscle movements we need to 
figure out how your body maintains its shape in the first place. I 
hope you can see we are using a building strategy to outline the 
important anatomy and physiology aspects of training.  

Remember, ligaments have less blood supply than bones or 
muscles so they tend to take longer to recover, or may not be able 
to, if they are torn. Muscles will help take a lot of the load off of the 
more sensitive ligaments, so by starting a great conditioning 
program early on you can help keep your body intact while you 
travel down what is sure to be a bumpy road.  Even if you take lots 
of degree-sized steps you should still be building your body 
strength as you build your skills.  #GRTcertified  

To obtain access to our Conditioning Program CLICK HERE:  

#9  MUSCLE TERMS 

Just as we have seen with the bones, I will now discuss the basic 
labeling strategy scientists have developed to help communicate. 
Again, we can see a method to the madness which is the most 
important part of anatomy. You should be seeing the body as a 
series of levers that are pulled in different directions to move the 
body.  

By moving in certain ways we can change the mass distribution, as 
I mentioned earlier. We are finally getting to the muscles that 
actually contract to create new body shapes. These shapes will 
react slightly differently to gravity’s pull, meaning it changes the 
acrobatic trick your are doing. Again, if you are trying to invent new 
skills you need to map out the muscles being used that pull the 
levers within the body. Then you will know what to expect when 
you make certain Freestyle shapes in the air or try to go on new 
rotational pathways.  #GRTcertified  

https://www.freestyletrampolineassociation.com/safety
https://youtu.be/Y5kF8ABR0JE
https://youtu.be/6fNW926s0Qk


#10  OVERVIEW ALL MUSCLES  

Finally we get to the muscles. Notice how I describe a few 
instances where not knowing the origin and insertion really can 
misdirect athletes and coaches? It is easy to focus on the big prime 
movers but what about all the muscles you never knew existed that 
you are also using that you may not need to? What about those 
muscles that you thought you were using, but you weren’t? It is 
important to understand the levers and ‘cables’ of the body so you 
know exactly what is moving when you start doing acrobatics.  
Notice how each muscle attaches below or above a joint? This is 
the internal aspect of The 1% Rule with states that a rotation can’t 
occur if the system is perfectly balanced. By having muscles attach 
at a 1% deviation from the middle of the joint, which you can clearly 
see in the Quadriceps and Biceps, you can actually rotate the bone 
which creates whole body movement in the external environment. 
All movement is a rotation! #GRTcertified  

ACROBATIC BUILDING BLOCKS 

COMPETITION FLOOR LAYOUT  

In this video I describe the layout of the competitive floor so when 
you are watching trampoline on Youtube or TV you can appreciate 
the sport itself and not just the building process. I filmed this video 
when I was in Indonesia for the 2018 Asian Games. I created the 
first Indonesian Traditional Trampoline Team just six months before 
this event, working with the Teams local coach through on-line 
videos, Skype calls and virtual coaching, until two weeks before the 
event. I was very proud of the Team and their efforts, considering 
they had never done trampoline until 6 months before the 
competition. It was a great experience!  You can see more of these 
videos on the GRT Network Hub.  #GRTcertified  

https://youtu.be/jUhAkhyhUaQ
https://youtu.be/maMVBsdSdoA


1) THE 1% RULE 

Before getting into the actual building process of acrobatic skills 
we need to take a quick look at what acrobatics is really all about. 
You can think of all human movement as a rotation. Your bones 
rotate around the joints. Your body rotates around the Earth. When 
you are walking, for example, you are actually rotating around the 
heel bone making walking ‘straight’ actually a rotational movement. 
You rotate forward with each step. You also rotate sideways if you 
step to the side. In Level 2: Biological Building Blocks we describe 
this in more detail, so for now all you need to understand is that all 
movement, whether it is internal joint movement or external 
movement within your environment, is A ROTATION! There is no 
such thing as linear human movement, it just looks like it at the 
macro level.  

So what creates that rotation? I call it the 1% Rule and it basically 
means that if you are perfectly balanced on one foot in the middle 
of taking a step, you are actually not rotating. It means that you 
have to be unbalanced to rotate around the heel bone, also known 
as the Calcaneus. In the Biological Building Blocks Pathway we 
also get into basic human anatomy so continue to that playlist out if 
you are interested.  

“Unbalanced” means that you have to be leaning one way or 
another, meaning that you have more mass on one side of the 
body compared to another. This means that gravity literally ‘pulls’ 
you down toward the ground more on that side of the body 
compared to the other side. If you didn’t use your muscles to stop 
yourself from leaning over you would fall, or more accurately, 
ROTATE around the heel bone until your body landed on the 
ground. All rotations follow this rule. If you are standing perfectly 
balanced and put more mass on one side of the body compared to 
another you will rotate that way if you let gravity pull you towards 
the earth. This creates a ‘pathway’ where, if the earth didn’t stop 
you, you would just continue rotating along that pathway. The more 
mass you had on that side of the body, the faster you would rotate.  

This basic reality of “Where Your Mass Goes, You Go” works on all 
axes and is the basis of rotation. In this way we can see that 
creating rotation is as easy as leaning in one direction or another. 

https://youtu.be/pcb_TLY6BWk


The art of CONTROLLING how much you rotate is the hard part, 
which is why I call it “The 1% Rule” - - meaning you must have the 
right amount of mass distribution. If 80% of your mass is in front of 
you, you will rotate forwards and travel forwards very fast out of 
control. If you only have 1% of your mass in front of you when 
taking off the trampoline, you will have an upwards trajectory with a 
bit of rotation but also a lot more height. Finding the appropriate 
amounts of mass distribution takes an athlete a full career to 
understand and control.  

When an athlete wants to rotate on the twisting axis they also need 
a “1%” mass distribution to the side that they are twisting. So if I 
want to do a Back Full to the left I will have to lean backwards at 1% 
and have 1% more mass on the left side of my body, to create that 
trajectory, as I leave the trampoline bed. This is normally referred to 
as a “Contact Twist” so every single rotation you can do with your 
body is actually a Contact Twist, so it is better to call it a “Contact 
Rotation.” When you do any movement, from just walking to a Back 
Full, you have to push off of the object or equipment you are using. 
You can only do that by having more mass on one side of the body 
compared to another. Whichever side that is, it is where you will go. 
After that initiation to rotate the body, it is up to the athlete to 
constantly double check where their trajectory (pathway) is going. 
Then, you try to land the skill or movement in the intended way by 
bending the body in the proper direction in order to control the 
way the body lands.  

By bending the body in different ways, such as the arm flare that 
we see in the video here, we can control that trajectory to a certain 
degree. However, you need to remember that the take-off contact 
rotation will be the primary determinant of what type of acrobatic 
skill you do. This being the case, I teach athletes to build up their 
skills Degree-By-Degree using mats, blocks, progressions that take 
a full rotational movement and break it down into sub-components 
that the athlete can piece together as they go down their rotational 
pathway. The rotational pathway I’m referring to here is literal, in 
the sense that once you leave the ground your mass distribution is 
locked into a trajectory and you are simply ‘going for a ride.’  



https://youtu.be/n1F54fGH80Q


3) STOP BOUNCE  

Before getting into the actual skills, we need to ‘test our brakes’ 

before chugging along the road. Stopping a bounce simply comes 
down to letting the knees come up out of the bed, while keeping 
the mass low and dispersing that energy through the knees into 
the environment while keeping your body where it is. It is 
worthwhile learning the STOP BOUNCE in different ways from 
different heights and landing on different parts of the trampoline so 
you can feel the difference. Get to know every inch of your 
trampoline to truly become one with it.  

For example, Freestyle Trampoline athletes will bounce in the 
corner to have extra rotation on certain skills. Stop Bounces are not 
as easy as you may think but after a while you will be tired, so you 
can also use stop bounces as a conditioning exercise. Before you 
get into major skills you have to start conditioning the body to have 
enough power to create an appropriate trajectory but you can land 
on the other side of the ‘ride’ without getting hurt. You will also 
make mistakes which will result in tough landings, so condition 
yourself to toughen up for the ride or you will break down  and 
suffer injuries before you even get to the good stuff! #GRTcertified 

4) PRE-BOUNCES  

Now that we have ‘pumped our brakes’ and have a basic 
understanding of the rotational pathway concept we can start 
building up the skills. Before we get into rotations though, we need 
to get into the air. Proper pre-bounces are not necessary for a 
Freestyle Trampoline athlete and quite frankly they are not that 
important for Traditional athletes either. Yes, you need to have 
control over your jumping which is what most coaches use pre-
bounces for but remember, as you are traveling along your 
pathway you will also start traveling on many other pathways as 
well, so you will need to learn control as you go down the 
pathways.  

https://youtu.be/q9jcqB3mr8A
https://youtu.be/avgz4OwSTtw


Pre-bounces are not the only way to learn control. Pre-bounces are 
just one exercise that helps you control your bouncing and is more 
important for Traditional athletes who need to impress the judges 
before the first flip. I still recommend for Freestyle athletes to 
practice some pre-bounces but do not get too critical with it this 
early on. #GRTcertified 

5) DOUBLE BOUNCE  

Many coaches chose not to teach athletes to double bounce each 
other at the early stages. I however, recommend doing it in a fun 
way like we see in this video link. I DO NOT recommend athletes 
double bounce each other until getting into the bigger skills and 
‘bails,’ which we will discuss in the next level - Biological Building 
Blocks.  

Double bouncing does add in another variable to your bouncing 
that the freestyle athletes really enjoy but it can be dangerous if 
not done correctly. At this first stage of your training, I would simply 
practice with a ball or stuffed animal such as #FreestyleFreddy so 
you can learn to feel the trampoline.  

Many athletes do not really learn to feel the bed and simply rely on 
technical cues to figure out the timing. This drill will help you learn 
the bottom of the bed, the top of the bed and that 0.3 second ride 
in-between which is where the real magic happens with The 1% 
Rule. That mass distribution I discuss in that video is set in between 
the bottom of the bed and the top of the bed and by bouncing a 
ball as a warm up or specific training drill you can learn to get a 
better feel for that timing that a coach really can’t help you with.  

Do not start double bouncing your friends until you build up your 
spatial awareness first or you can risk injury if your friend miss-
times the bed or you miss-time your bounce and then you are 
flying in the air with only your bailing technique. If you have not 
built up a decent amount of skills, your bailing technique not be 
good enough to do it ‘on the fly.’ #GRTcertified 

https://youtu.be/0a_pnO3J1z8


6) ARM SWING INTO POSITIONS 

I use this technique with younger athletes because it forces them 
to think about going ‘up’ instead of rushing into the rotation. It is my 
way of tricking them into waiting until they are almost out of the 
bed before making any body movements. Try this with different 
positions for fun and even invent your own positions. You will learn 
how to move the body in unique ways and learn to balance the 
body in the air in unique positions which will give you much more 
control over your career compared to just sticking to Tuck, Straight, 
Pike and Straddle. BE CREATIVE!  #GRtcertified 

7) SHOULDER TECHNIQUE 

This is one of my favourite drills. It forces the athlete into a tight 
position with the forearms tucked behind the ears giving a nice 
straight line so that when you bounce, you do not lose energy in 
the bed by bending body parts like the arms.  

Freestyle athletes will tend to start with their arms down and swing 
into the movement because they tend to go a bit lower so they can 
‘sneak’ in the twists and flips at a lower height. There is always a 
balance between height and rotation so you will need both and the 
exact ration between height and rotation depends on the skills and 
the equipment you are on, so I encourage you to play with both 
techniques.  #GRTcertified  

8) HANDS AND KNEE DROP  

This landing position goes unnoticed by many but it will be a HUGE 
aspects to building the bigger skills. In the Level 3 Pathway we will 
be using Hands And Knee Drop to connect single flips into double 
flips and this four point landing will give a base for athletes to start 
seeing certain parts of their environment that will give them the 
ability to spot as they go along their trajectory. Make sure you learn 
this move first as it is one of the most important building blocks in 

https://youtu.be/eDnw5yCVDm0
https://youtu.be/3q1Fm8ezU-M
https://youtu.be/qRAHPX_e8fU


skills to come. I recommend you bounce around the trampoline in 
different ways on your hands and knees so you feel the muscles 
contract to keep you balanced. When we use this landing position 
for Full Fulls for example, you will need to have a solid landing so 
practice now for later on. #GRTcertified 

9) SWIVEL HIPS  

Swivel Hips is really our first rotation and we can build it up 
Degree-By-Degree if you need to but you can see that we can do 
chunks of 90 degrees which many athletes and coaches do not do. 
They tend to focus on half and full twists but that is a large gap in 
the developing mind so it is easier to get athletes to think about 
smaller steps. Many coaches also struggle to get athletes to swing 
their feet under them when doing a Swivel Hips. By having them 
bounce up to an almost standing position at 90 degrees, it forces 
them to twist but also get the feet underneath them.  #GRTcertified 

10)  BACK DROP  

This skill is pretty simple to understand and it just needs to be 
noted that this 90 degree ‘chunk’ of rotation is also a crucial 
building block that will repeat over and over again. When learning 
double flips for example, athletes will learn to land a back flip, then 
bounce to their back, which will be the next step to learning a 
Double Back Flip. We have already accumulated the following 
externally rotating building blocks:  

1. 90
o
 Pike Bend (Seat Drop)   

2. 90
o
 Twist 

3. 90
o 

Backwards Flip 

We will keep building up our list of building blocks and you will see 
how we simply reuse the same blocks for all skills imaginable. 
#GRTcertified  

https://youtu.be/PpMdmG6kLMY
https://youtu.be/_welg_mtM48


11) STOMACH DROP  

Stomach Drop may seem a bit scarier due to the fact you are 
jumping on your face but in reality it is the same as a Back Drop. It 
is another one of our reusable building blocks. You can already see 
the building process here and the concept of reusing previous 
building blocks. We have added a technical “belly flop” to our 
‘Hands & Knees Drop’ to get us a brand new skill. THIS WILL BE 
THE REPEATING PATTERN!  #GRTcertified  

12) ROLLER  

Here is our first look at truly initiating rotation. You can see that, 
again, we can build up the skills with previous building blocks to 
create yet another ‘new’ skill. We can also see that by throwing our 
mass to one side of the body will make us rotate. This is how all 
twisting maneuvers are created. You basically push off of the bed 
and move your mass to the side you want to twist. Twisting is easy. 
Controlling how much twist and on what axis, is a bit tricker.  

You can see in the video that I push my hips up to ensure I stay 
only on the longitudinal axis but that is more to control the axis with 
precision. The actual twist is just done by moving my arms to one 
side of the body and letting the rest of my body ‘follow along’. Do 
not over complicate twisting. It is the same as flipping! We will get 
into flipping in the Biological Building Blocks Pathway but I wanted 
to plant that seed with you now that all of the different axes 
operate the same way. Where the mass goes, you go!  
#GRTcertified  

13) BACK DROP HALF & FULL TURN 

You can see that we are starting to piece these building blocks 
together with our common principal of where the mass goes, you 
go. The basic blocks are the same as above:  

1. 90
o
 Pike Bend (Seat Drop)   

2. 90
o
 Twist x 4 (Full Turn) 

https://youtu.be/D1pqHAc3uWg
https://youtu.be/ErzgW_2TskM
https://youtu.be/o2Zu3idUa78


The rotation can be created by an imbalance in the arms when 
leave the bed in a seated position. If one arm goes up a bit faster 
than the other, like in the Swivel Hips video you will have more 
weight on one side of the body, so gravity will act on those 
molecules on that side of the body and that will make you twist.  

Notice how I have not explained any NEW ‘tricks’ or tips. This is 
important to understand. All acrobatic movements are built this 
way. We do not teach athletes NEW tricks for each trick. They are 
all built the same and the only difference is the specific 
arrangement of building blocks you are using for that specific skill. 
#GRTcertified 

14) HALF AIRPLANE 

I will sound like a broken record by the end of this program but the 
reality is that too many athletes think all these skills are different 
when in reality, from a biomechanical perspective a Half Airplane is 
made of the same building blocks as a Back Drop half Turn just 
without the bounce in between the building blocks.  You want to 
think of Half Airplane as a Back Drop…with a late half turn, not a 
“half turn falling backwards to Stomach Drop.” The “Order of 
Operation” matters as we will see once we get into later skills in 
this pathway and in Level 2. FLIP FIRST, THEN TWIST. This order 
of operations will keep popping up so memorize it now!  

This is also our first encounter with the idea of “Arms In.” Athletes 
need to learn to “keep their arms in at all times while on the ride” 

as every amusement park employee knows very well. If the arms 
are out, in hopes of slowing down a landing, you are just risking a 
broken arm. This is where coaches can teach athletes to toughen 
themselves when they land and be ready for the landing.  

This quarter landing on the side will be used over and over again 
so get use to it now so it doesn’t hurt when you use it for the big 
tricks! You will be going a lot faster along your ‘ride’ then so it 
needs to be a habit to bring the arms in when landing, long before 
you attempt those big skills. You will have a lot of other things to 
think about by the time you do the big skills so get this ingrained 
now. #GRTcertified  

https://youtu.be/19ItM3rY8ws


15) FULL AIRPLANE  

Now we get to see the idea of one skill leading into another, but 
with a common trajectory. If you just keep going after the Half 
Airplane, you will simply keep twisting based on that contact 
rotation you did at the start. You could get up to 4 or 5 twists 
before landing on your back if you followed the same trajectory 
with just more height and a faster twist. This is important to 
understand early on. Just because a skill has a name, doesn’t mean 
it is always a different trajectory. Many differently named skills are 
actually just different distances along the same rotational pathway. 
For example, a Back Full and Back Quad Full are just two different 
points on the same rotational pathway. Just build it up as you go 
along the pathway. It takes time to build the muscles and 
coordination to do that, but conceptually it is easy.  #GRTcertified 

16) BACK DROP TO STOMACH DROP  

Here we will start piecing together our different necessary landing 
positions. As you can see, we are using the same building blocks 
but are now adding a bit of speed. Quarter rotations to feet and 
from feet will have half of the rotation and therefore half of the 
impact when landing. This is why some athletes jump to this skill 
and have not realized the 100% increase in relative rotational force 
when landing on their stomach. Sometimes they bump their nose 
for this reason.  

By building up the rotational force on the body, the body learns to 
control it without bumping their nose. In these beginner skills, in 
many ways you are learning how to control the body, more than 
learning actual skills. That is why mastering these building blocks is 
important. You are filling in the 3D ‘map’ in your mind as you learn 
these building blocks and as I discuss in Level 2, The Biological 
Building Blocks Pathway, you will literally “build your spatial 
awareness” through this process.  #GRTcertified 

https://youtu.be/tBf0UT-0js4
https://youtu.be/gyAMbA9a9Os


17) STOMACH DROP FULL TURN 

A Stomach Drop Half or Full Turn to your feet uses all of the same 
building blocks we have already learned. We just rearrange them in 
different ways. If you throw one arm up faster than the other, like in 
our Swivel Hip and Back Drop Full Turn tutorials you will twist to 
that side since the mass is quickly shifted to that side of the body, 
even just a bit. THE SAME REPEATING PATTERNS! #GRTcertified  

18) CODY KICK ~ STOMACH DROP TO BACK DROP  

This skill is taught after the Back Drop to Stomach, usually because 
it is tougher for new athletes to really learn the ‘kick’ that is 
required. Some athletes will earn Stomach Drop with straight legs 
but the issue with this is that it does not allow for the legs to kick 
underneath the body. In that case those athletes who have straight 
legs are depending on landing a bit “Hip Heavy,” causing them to 
rotate by bouncing off their chest. This does work, but forces the 
athlete to land absolutely perfectly which at the early years is tough 
so that’s why we kick instead.  As we get into the Cody skill in 
Level 3 we will see that we can use this “Hip Heavy” technique to 
get more rotation for a full flip, but at this point it is better to think 
about the kick to create rotation. #GRTcertified  

19) NEEDLES ~ CONSECUTIVE BACKDROPS 

Needles are not complicated, they just take a bit of balance. Kick 
your feet into the sky or ceiling depending where you are training 
and try to think of a Needle as if you are extending to the roof. It 
also can feel like a squat because you start with your feet tucked in 
and push out towards the roof like you would push down to do a 
jump squat. Bounce around with it and try moving the body to get 
better stability and to use all those core muscles we covered 
earlier. Getting this extension will be important for anyone who 
wants to do Cat Twist #GRTcertified 

https://youtu.be/Rba5Gi0yqvw
https://youtu.be/M4p-PcTF5oE
https://youtu.be/7CZEaYL5dYA


20) TRAVELING BACK DROP  

Here is where you will learn to travel on your back, or move across 
the trampoline with small bounces.  It will be useful when you want 
to learn the Cat Twist technique without rolling off the trampoline. 
You have to do a ‘baby kaboom’ with your upper and lower back at 
the right time to ‘scoot’ forward. The timing can be tough to get but 
keep playing with it and don’t let your legs stay out. Think of 
yourself as a rolling log.  #GRTcertified  

21) CAT TWIST  

You should be thinking that this skill is a lot like a Roller (Number 11) 

because it is exactly the same. The only difference is that you do 
this ‘Roller’ from your back instead of your seat. The same 
mechanics apply. Try it both ways and think of it like a roll if you are 
struggling. Do not worry about staying in the middle quite yet. Just 
play with the idea of rolling with the proper trajectory and then you 
can add in a sideways shifting Back Drop to ‘appear’ to be straight.  

Remember, the 1% Rule tells us that no skill can ever actually rotate 
and stay in the same spot. You will always naturally travel a bit, so 
don’t get too upset about traveling quite yet. In Level 2 we discuss 
how to add in a sideways shift with the Back Drop to stay in the 
middle of the trampoline. For now, just become accustomed to 
rolling and getting your arms out before coming in. You have to 
‘swing’ the arms (mass) in the direction you want to go.  

It should be noted again that your arms need to be ‘IN’ as you 
develop this skill. Be prepared to land right on your face with arms 
in and mouth closed! You are living in a dream world if you think 
you will avoid those landings. Get comfortable with them now while 
you are low on the trampoline as it is much safer. #GRTcertified  

https://youtu.be/DM2iwaJKMXw
https://youtu.be/N08GLO9d5WU


22) CRADLE  

Here we can see that we are looking at our order of operations 
again. Remember, you have to FLIP FIRST and THEN TWIST. The 
body is longer than it is wide so it means that flipping generally 
requires more power than twisting, so making sure the athlete gets 
the rotation first is key, then they can wiggle around a quarter twist 
and then half twist. Keep the arms in as you stack up the quarter 
rotations! #GRTcertified 

23) CRUISE 

Cruise is basically just the opposite of cradle. The same Degree-
By-Degree build up works and again, focus on that kick first and 
rotating to the back before worrying about the half turn. Try doing 
both directions as with all of these skills so you can fill in that 3D 
‘Map.’ Eventually you will pick one way to stick to but knowing both 
sides of the ‘road’ will make you much more adaptable and make it 
easier for you to bail from unique positions when you find yourself 
lost in the air. Learn both sides, at least at the start, for safety. 
#GRTcertified 

24) STOMACH DROP FULL TURN TO BACK DROP  

Here is another skill that requires the athlete to really think about 
flipping before twisting. Twisting off the bed will be the natural 
thing to try, but in reality if we build it up like the other skills you will 
really need to focus on the Cody Kick first before using the arms to 
twist. At this point you should be seeing this building process and 
already thinking about how it would apply to bigger skills and even 
low level creative skills that are based on these building blocks but 
with unique positions or moves. At this point you should be able to 
go to all the previous skills and modify them with your own unique 
body position. The body position will simply change how much 
force you need to move the body on one trajectory or another but 
will not affect the initiation of rotation so play with unique positions 
and try to start inventing your own small skills. #GRTcertified 

https://youtu.be/dYTaLqNPFXs
https://youtu.be/CRUl4bnKGGQ
https://youtu.be/rcd99JfUsCE


https://youtu.be/uBVAUvrssh8
https://youtu.be/HwKPogdQYxo


Your Building Blocks: 

1. 90
o
 Pike Bend (Seat Drop)   

2. 90
o
 Twist Left 

3. 90
o
 Twist Right 

4. 90
o 

Backwards Flip 

5. 90
o 

Forwards Flip Flip 

6. 90
o 

Side Flip (Arms In landing on side) 

7. Hands & Knee Drop  

Remember, all of these 90 degree “chunks” can be infinitely 
divisible, so even if you can’t get all the way around to a 90 degree 
position, you can resort to ‘arms in’ and land somewhere in-
between until you have enough control and power to get the 
proper landing position. In this way, there is no “proper” landing 
position, besides the ones that coaches have identified.  

Remember, skills are all along a rotational pathway and the point 
where you stop is up to you whether it is your seat, feet, back, 
stomach…or your head. Do not learn trampoline tricks based on 
thinking you MUST land in the appropriate way. Get comfortable 
with NOT LANDING properly. This will fill in the gaps in your 3D 
‘map’ as you build.  #GRTcertified  

27) NEUROPLASTICITY  

We have gone through all of our building blocks but there are a 
heck of a lot of movements you still have not learned. The only way 
to go through them is by doing them. Every time your body 
changes its position, even a bit, the exact power and rotational 
forces change. So get use to those subtle changes by playing with 
foams like in this video. Make sure you are playing with something 
soft so you do not get hurt, but you do need to ‘play,’ as it will start 
filling in those gaps between the building blocks and help glue it all 
together. Every time you have a slightly new mass distribution and 
power output based on small changes in body shape you will learn 
to control that movement.  

https://youtu.be/goNQetcjEeM


Every time you do a slightly different trajectory, that trajectory is 
saved in your brain as a neural circuit and can be activated next 
time you are close to repeating that movement. When you have 
lots of trajectories to pick from because you have explored a lot, 
you will call this “knowing where you are in the air” or “Spatial 
Awareness.”  #GRTcertified 

28) SPATIAL AWARENESS  

This concept often baffles some people quite a lot as they begin by 
thinking about the inner ear, the semi-circular canals and the 
vestibular system. In reality, we can use a much easier analogy.  

When you build up a skill you are always going along a predefined 
trajectory based on the rotation you initiated at the start. To know 
that trajectory, you have to simply go along it. We have seen here 
how you can build that trajectory with small building blocks. The 
important thing to note is when you are building ‘awareness’ you 
are simply getting use to the movement. To know where you are in 
the air, you will simply think about going “Farther Than Last Time.”  

There are mathematical ways to think about it. If I need to use 100% 
of my power to make a single Cat Twist, I will need double that 
power to do a double Cat Twist. By going through the 1 & 1/4 Cat 
Twist you will be introduced to the extra 25% power level. Then 
move to 1 & 1/2 with your arms in! You will be introduced to the next 
power level and so on, as you build up the skill Degree-By-Degree. 

Spatial awareness is built up by going through as many different 
motions as possible. It is stored in the mind as a 3D ‘Map,’ but that 
map is drawn based on where you go with your rotational pathway 
in the real world. #GRTcertified  

https://youtu.be/7uwgn_sbvAM


29) SIDE FLIP  

Now that we have gone through all the Basic Building Blocks, we 
can start to think about flips as we conclude this Pathway. I teach 

Side Flip first because it helps athletes learn to rotate a full 360o 
with less fear than a typical Front or Back Flip. It gives them the 
feeling of being upside down but with an added benefit of being 
able to go around the side as you can see in the video that helps 
protect the head and neck. As we get into flips you will see that our 
prime motive is not to have a perfect kick-out or tight tuck, but to 
have the athlete learn to build up the full rotation systematically, 
without injuring the head or neck.  

As discussed earlier, when an athlete has to go from a Stomach 
Drop all the way to a 3/4 front Flip, the brain will see that as a huge 
‘gap’ so by going off-axis when introducing flips to athletes, we can 
help make that gap as small as it can be and over time the athlete 
will straighten up their flips to be more on-axis.  

Again, by going off-axis we can help fill in the 3-D ‘map’ of spatial 
awareness in the brain so athletes can get a 3-D view of acrobatics, 
compared to a 2-D ‘on-axis’ view that is rather limiting and is quite 
frankly more dangerous. For you Freestyle athletes who don’t have 
a real coach, follow the steps in these next few videos to learn front 
and back flips safely and effectively.  #GRTcertified  

30) FRONT FLIP OFF AXIS  

Now that the athlete has a general idea of how much muscle 
energy they need to get a full body rotation around, they will be 
better equipped to learn a front flip as well. Athletes will use the 
Side Flip as a reference point for the amount of power they need. 
Even still, I recommend you do not just ‘throw it,’ trying to match the 
power of the Side Flip with the Front Flip. Build it up instead going 
off-axis in both directions to fill in the ‘map’ in your head and take 
lots of nice small steps. Going off-axis like this will be a huge part in 
transitioning from single flips to double flips and even triples.  
#GRTcertified  

https://youtu.be/riaSZrIm0js
https://youtu.be/9qbnzG7NRlk


31) BACK PULL OVER 

To learn a Back Flip we need to learn how to get use to rotating 
backwards. We can do this simply by breaking apart the Back Flip 
into two parts. It is important to let the feet keep going over your 
head. Many athlete’s ‘stop’ at the Back Drop and then struggle to 
get the feet over. Start as a back roll and then slowly add a bounce.  
I have shown in this video a few of the ways to get over, even with 
a coach helping, but in reality it is easiest if you roll off a small 
block, locking yourself into a tucked position, and let gravity do the 
work. #GRTcertified 

32) BACK FLIP OFF AXIS  

Do you think learning to rotate backwards is different from learning 
to rotate forwards? Absolutely not! The same mechanics apply and 
the same building process applies. Going off-axis to protect the 
head and neck also applies and by this time it should seem very 
obvious that you need to start by going off-axis and rotating the 
body to the side first, then straighten it up over time.  

I am stopping this program at basic flips because you will need to 
take time to go through all of these building blocks again and build 
them up. I would also encourage you to tear the skills back down 
to really appreciate the building process. I suggest you start trying 
to link tricks together and start building combinations up as well 
using the same method of Degree-By-Degree.  #GRTcertified  

33) BACK FLIP TRADITIONAL ~ SPOTTING  

In this video I show you how I hand-spot a Back Flip. I have the 
Freestyle off-axis video but many athletes also have coaches, so I 
wanted to have both of these techniques demonstrated to show 
the difference between the two styles of flipping.  

https://youtu.be/e3N-TbyIztw
https://youtu.be/tXHaFY7Vphc
https://youtu.be/j8zJ3wAApNE


Notice how I am focusing on getting the TOES UP first. This creates 
a nice long lever that allows the athlete to “snap” in after the first 
flip into a potential second flip. When learning Back Flip to back, as 
you prepare for your first doubles, make sure you start with a nice 
layout on the take-off and THEN snap-in with the tuck position. 
#GRTcertified  

34) 3/4 FRONT DRILL 

This video is all about working on nice technique. Focusing on the 
arms above the head and waiting for that position. Remember the 
arm swing into positions video? This is a similar drill for flips and 
getting athletes to think about setting for the rotation first with the 
proper shoulder alignment and then getting into the position 
afterwards. Waiting to the top of the bounce is more important than 
a solid early kick out when learning. Learn to be comfortable with 
WAITING with this drill. It’s all about the ‘wait.’  #GRTcertified  

35) 3/4 BACK  

This skill is important for learning Cody because it gives energy to 
that skill with this lead up. Many athletes just stumble across 3/4 
Back by doing bad Back Flips and accidentally landing on their 
stomach and then the circuit solidifies.  

It is better to think of this skill as a Hands And Knees Drop where 
the chest is flat and you are not sitting back. If you sit back on your 
heels when landing Hands And Knees you will set your self up to 
over rotate and hurt your back.  

This drill will be very important when we go over learning Back 1 & 
3/4 to Stomach, which is a tricky skill. Remember how I said that 
Hands and Knee Drop would help us connect the singles flips into 
doubles? This is the first step towards that.  #GRTcertified  

https://youtu.be/n2JyGybnJ_c
https://youtu.be/E2QMqg-pwSQ


36) HEAD IN DRILL WITH SOCK  

This drill is one of my favourites because it forces the athlete to 
keep their HEAD IN when flipping. If the head is out you will 
naturally start disconnecting the full body trajectory from the 
trampoline with your eyesight. If you are looking in one direction 
but the body is going somewhere else you will confuse the brain 
and get lost. I show examples of this in the practical application 
videos later on. Head should be at straight, not throwing back into 
the skill once you have gotten over the initial learning phase. This 
drill will help.  

It will feel weird at first and you will naturally over-rotate most of the 
time because your body is smaller if your head is IN, meaning you 
flip faster. Start low but get comfortable with it. It took me a few 
months of doing it regularly, every training, to get comfortable. This 
is a great tool to train your spatial awareness as well, since it is 
much harder to see where you are going and you have to ‘feel’ it. 
#GRTcertified  

37) CAT TWIST BUILD UP  

Building up the Cat Twist skill is probably the easiest build up you 
will do, compared to building up quad twists or quad flips. Just 
remember the arm swing I discussed earlier and keep your arms in. 
Think of a strong punch to the side you want to twist towards and 
then bringing in those arms really fast and tight to your chest.  
Make sure you have your coach or training buddy throw the mat 
when attempting any of these new skills. The record is 9.5 Twists! 
Good luck! #GRTcertified  

38) FRONT FULL TO BACK 

In this video we see how you can learn a Front Full by piling up the 
mats and simply Twisting quarter-by-quarter. I demonstrate this 
video with arms straight but if you are new you will want to have 
the arms tucked in to stay safe, as in the previous videos, going 

https://youtu.be/yztmox60QIA
https://youtu.be/rwyl1dnZ3G0
https://youtu.be/z9ZSTszaVYs


Degree-By-Degree. As you get better at it, you should have 
enough control to have the arms straight with good form. Try both 
directions and once you get the feeling you can take that mat out 
and stand it up. By doing it to the back you save yourself from 
hurting your ankles. You should be well on your way through a 
conditioning program by this point, so you should be able to go 
Degree-By-Degree as we do in a few videos with Back Full, but this 
is another option.  Make sure you hit a tight position of some kind 
before twisting, as it will help you Flip then Twist like our order of 
operations states we should do when learning. Remember, as you 
add more twists you will not be able to do that as you will need 
time to initiate the arm swing with The 1% Rule; but for now it will 
help you simply build up the skill safely. #GRTcertified 

39) BACK PULL OVER FULL TWIST  

Now that we have focused on building linear pathways of rotation, 
such as flipping and twisting, we can start mixing these together. 
This is a fun drill to learn that takes a Back Full and breaks it down 
into two easy to separate parts. The Flip, which is the first order of 
operations, and the twist, which is the second aspect to a Back Full. 
Think Degree-By-Degree as you do the twist. A bit farther than last 
time. Use a stuffed animal such as #FreestyleFreddy or a foam 
block to give yourself a goal.  Move it slowly around the trampoline 
a few degrees at a time for safety. If you can’t land it at some point, 
go back a degree and keep practicing before you move on. Try 
both directions! The direction you find easiest will be the one you 
pick to learn Back Full. #GRTcertified 

40) BACK FULL - DEGREE-BY-DEGREE 

Here you can see we are simply putting the Flip and the Twist 
together into a Back Full. You should see how I have not changed 
the technique or the biological Degree-By-Degree process but 
have simply put it together in a building block sort of way. I have 
taught athletes to do Back Full like this all across the world and I 
have never had anyone not learn it. I have had athletes that go too 
fast.  

https://youtu.be/meNdYysdcIc
https://youtu.be/buavo8dvA8I


Think of this drill as a Degree-By-Degree Pathway that has 360 
steps in it. This same technique is used for Front Fulls so practice 
backwards and forwards fulls at the same time to see the similarity 
in the building process. Have a tight tuck! It will force you to 
separate the flip and the twist. As you get use to it, you will 
naturally let go of the tuck a bit earlier to make time for the twist 
but do not go too fast.  #GRTcertified 

41) SIDE FLIP WITH FULL TWIST 

This drill is exactly the same as the last video but I show you a fun 
drill flipping on a different axis; sideways. I hope you really 
appreciate the simplicity in this educational method. No technique 
needed. Just a bit farther, a bit farther and so on. #GRTcertified  

42) BACKWARDS TRAVELING GAINER 

A Gainer is a purposeful travel during a flip. We start with 
backwards traveling Gainers because it is easier for an athlete to 
push the hips back and travel and flip at the same time. You can of 
course go off-axis as in the earlier Front Flip videos or you can stay 
straight. You decide. #GRTcertified  

43) FORWARDS TRAVELING GAINER  

This Gainer is a bit tougher so I always teach it second, after the 
Backwards Gainer. You can learn this off-axis as well but this video 
is straight to show you that you do not HAVE to go off-axis. You can 
also just do a Back Flip that lands in the same spot and simply 
move Degree-By-Degree forwards, pushing the hips forward a bit 
more every time. All strategies work well, but the same building 
process is underlying both of them. Build it up Degree-By-Degree. 
#GRTcertified  

https://youtu.be/ZRRuQfzSY6s
https://youtu.be/jVWHHuSoPlo
https://youtu.be/ys3shp4EtJ8


44) KABOOM OFF AXIS  

Kaboom is a Back Drop where you hit the heels on the trampoline 
as you come out of the bed to rotate backwards. It is very simple 
once you get over the fear. To do that we will go off-axis again. 
Keep the arms in and kick those feet over your shoulder.  You will 
be much safer if you learn it this way, taking your time to perfect 
the technique. You DO NOT need to go high to learn this.  Start low 
and learn the timing of the kick first, then build it up. Height is 
always the last piece of the puzzle.  #GRTcertified  

45) KABOOM FLAT SPIN 

Kaboom Flat Spin is really similar to a Kaboom off-axis, so I 
recommend you learn both at the same time. A flat spin is basically 
a side flip in the Freestyle community with a bit of a sway in the 
body position from the original straight kaboom. I taught this 
athlete to do it in about 30 minutes so you can see his natural 
progressions.  #GRTcertified 

46) SEAT DROP SIDE FULL ~ CROSSED LEGS 

This skill is a fun one that demonstrates how going off-axis and 
getting creative still follows the exact same building process that I 
have outlined here for you. The way you built up the Front, Back 
and Side Full is exactly how you are going to build up this skill as 
well. I hope you like the simple repeating pattern. #GRTcertified  

47) CORK  

Here we can see our first method of going around the side and 
building up the skill. A Cork is really a Back Full off-axis.  Corks are 
great because it can help you learn a Back Full without hurting your 
head and neck. I actually taught a member of the Lords of Gravity 
Basketball Show Team in Budapest how to do a Back Full by 
teaching him Cork first and straightening it up over top afterwards. 

https://youtu.be/1uwcqxOJV5U
https://youtu.be/tYeYDTnM1m8
https://youtu.be/hDj3HfrQYaU
https://youtu.be/fLkmVH9735E


It made it easier for him to understand what direction his body was 
trying to go, which is the hard part for many athletes. We will use 
this technique when connecting our single flips into double flips 
when we have twists. Get comfortable with this off-axis Back Full. It 
will be very useful!  #GRTcertified 

48) CODY  

Cody is a tough one for many athletes but we use the off-axis 
approach once again here to help build up the 'kick' that will really 
get you over. The kick with the legs is really a big aspect of getting 
the flip but the other trick is to land with a 1% lean backwards by 
having the “hips heavy.” By having the chest up just a bit when 
landing, you can push your mass more ‘behind’ you so you 
naturally flip more. Remember, where your mass goes, you go! 
Other than the kick being “hip heavy” and building it up around the 
side, this skill just takes a bit of a “Go” to get it over.  Going around 
the side will help protect the head and neck until you get 
comfortable with being hip heavy and kicking with the legs. 
#GRTcertified   

49) CODY SPOT (FOR COACHES) 

I was never really spotted for Cody, I just ‘chucked’ it like many 
athletes do, but for safety reasons I advise that you have a coach 
help for this one to give an extra boost, which helps get the athlete 
over. I have included this video as a way to help coaches spot this 
skill. I personally suggest that if you have access to a gym that you 
go to the gym to learn this one with some help. It can be tricky and 
a guiding hand can certainly always help. #GRTcertified  

50) BALL OUT WITH JOHANNES LUETHI  

This skill is basically the opposite of a Cody where you flip forwards 
off of your back over to your feet. Again we can go off-axis here so 
that you can protect the head and neck and then straighten it up 

https://youtu.be/zknyoLyWqy8
https://youtu.be/HmrFyHV2-FE
https://youtu.be/oraITdCFHsY


over time. We will see this same off-axis technique when we get 
into Double Ball Outs. #GRTcertified 

51) BIRANI BALL OUT TRADITIONAL & 51A) FULL TWISTING BALL OUT 

Again, I wanted to show the contrast between the fun Freestyle 
way of learning and the more technical completed skill once you 
get the hang of going over. As we go on to the bigger skills we will 
show both the Freestyle and Traditional forms of the same skill so 
you can see the build up process but also the completed 
appearance of the skill done by professionals such as USA 
Olympian Logan Dooley. The only difference between the last 
video and this one is that this is on axis, straight over top. 
#GRTcertified 

52) ADVANCED TWISTING BALL OUT  

When you start getting into more twisting you can build up the 
twists, a quarter degree at a time, as we have already seen with our 
twisting. As you get to the double and triple twists you may want to 
go to your back as you see int he video and then get the body to 
learn the twist before trying to put it on your feet. This is helpful 
because the back is bigger and stronger than the feet, so you can 
land on your back without injuries if your ARMS ARE IN! Get the 
numbers in and do many repetitions to your back to build up the 
neural circuits in your brain before trying to land it.  #GRTcertified 

53) CODY FULL  

Once you have completed the Cody and can land it successfully 
and consistently, with enough time to kick-out, you can start 
twisting, as in the Ball Out lesson. The build up is no different and 
you can see we go Degree-By-Degree again here. This video was 
taken at Ollerup Gymnastics School in Denmark and it shows how 
simple it is to build up a skill if you follow the Degree-By-Degree 
approach. Try both directions! #GRTcertified  

https://youtu.be/dLd8q00_EwM
https://youtu.be/HtECrNRBoQo
https://youtu.be/IHlqOZr9YBg
https://youtu.be/i3YD4nkfC2s


https://youtu.be/wf8JBix-QMY


PRACTICAL APPLICATION 

BASIC COACHING AND TRAINING PSYCHOLOGY  

Now we can get into the practical application aspect of my 
Rotational Pathway. There are many different complex coaching 
strategies but I tend to focus on the ones that are easy to 
understand. Athletes are generally younger when they first begin 
to train, so they need a simple Pathway to follow, compared to 
complex technical formulas that will go over their head. We are 
developing a biological way to look at acrobatics that follows the 
simple building process that your younger self went through to get 
to this point.  

When you were a baby, did anyone give you techniques for 
learning to walk? No! They simply guided, encouraged and helped 
you stand up and walk a bit farther than last time. That is the 
biological approach to developing a human being and we can use 
the same basic approach to coaching and developing acrobatic 
skills. Just go a bit farther than last time!  

For coaches, I like to think of this technique as providing the 
environment or “Maze” for the athlete to be able to develop on 
their own. I then use many fun incentives to keep the athlete going 
along the “Maze.” I discuss this analogy in much more depth in my 
book, ‘Coaching Creatures - The Unsolved Circuits,’ so please 
check that out if you would like more of an in-depth understanding 
of the metaphor.  

In short, if as a coach you believe the only way to have an athlete 
learn a skill is to hand spot them over and over again, you are 
missing the biological aspect of the building process. Coaches 
should be there to help steer the athlete on their Pathway but let 
the athlete do as much as they can on their own to ensure they 
truly appreciate the Pathway. If you as a coach are doing all of the 
steering for them, they are not truly taking control of their training 
or understanding what their body is doing.  #GRTcertified 

https://www.freestyletrampolineassociation.com/shop
https://youtu.be/po481tHxu2I


COACHING IS SELLING 

Some coaches do not appreciate that coaching is really all about 
selling. You are selling your educational content to an athlete. That 
athlete may not know if that information is good, relevant to them 
or fits their motivation for doing acrobatics. Many coaches jump to 
the educational content and forget to start by selling a great 
atmosphere and environment to the athlete first before expecting 
that athlete to pay attention.  

A lot of research goes into ‘paying attention’ and the general 
finding is rather simple: If the person likes what you are offering, 
they will pay attention. Most athletes start acrobatics, not because 
they want an Olympic medal, but because they just like bouncing 
and flipping around. Their brain has not planned their future quite 
yet, so please remember that when you have a new young athlete 
who wants to start flipping. Have them learn to enjoy the feeling of 
movement before shoving education down their throat. Set them 
up to play first and challenge them a bit but let them fall in love with 
the sport first before getting too technical. You would be surprised 
what the body can learn to do on its own given a safe and flexible 
environment with a simple smile from the coach and support from 
the parents.  

The parents are a huge part of the equation so make sure you 
create an environment that also makes the parents feel 
comfortable.  #GRTcertified  

BAILING SIMPLIFIED 

Just like with common mistakes, bailing, or having an escape route 
when things go wrong, can take many forms.  When you break it 
down you only have a handful of options when bailing, which in 
many ways makes bailing safer than trying to land the skill. You 
only have a small set of options that can actually be trained 
separately from the actual building process. I recommend you train 
how to bail so that it becomes automatic when you actually have to 
do it in a real life situation.  #GRTcertified  

https://youtu.be/m4EAnKaq5uE
https://youtu.be/L4XDpap5jMA


IMPORTANCE OF CONDITIONING AND FLEXIBILITY 

I will say it again, Strength and Conditioning is a huge aspect of the 
rotational Pathway. As you go along your Pathway you will have 
many bumps, scrapes and tough landings, so make sure your body 
is ready for the ride!  Please create a training program for yourself, 
or ask your coach to create one, that includes exercises to toughen 
and strengthen your body for the bigger skills.  #GRTcertified  

COMMON MISTAKES #1 & #2 

There are lots of different mistakes athletes can make on the 
surface level, but when you break it down there are actually just a 
handful of mistakes that are repeating. In this video, I go over a lot 
of the common mistakes and refer to previous videos that actually 
addressed the mistake, so you can see what happens if you do not 
follow this program. I will be constantly adding in new “Common 
Mistakes” videos as we grow this program and also have other 
application videos in the #GRTnetwork Hub.  #GRTcertified  

PREVENTING FEARS  

Fear is a hot topic and is generally misunderstood by many 
athletes and coaches. In this video I simplify fear into its basic 
biological concept so that athletes can learn that it is not something 
to be afraid of but rather something to be embraced.  Think of it as 
a ‘speedometer’ as you go along your rotational Pathway.  If you 
are scared of a skill, it just means you have skipped parts of the 
building process and may be going too fast. To prevent fear, the 
real answer is that you will need to make sure you fill in that 3-D 
map as much possible. Take your time through these building 
blocks so your brain can really ‘digest’ the information, compared 
to just attempting a skill once and moving on. Get creative with my 
Neuroplasticity concept and glue everything together with 
repetition, but in a creative fun way, by inventing new Pathways 
Degree-By-Degree.  #GRTcertified 

https://youtu.be/jLQL_WNFPjM
https://youtu.be/ryGuykNNXuw
https://youtu.be/TGHCsXVxn9A
https://youtu.be/y1y_cNa4uzc


GETTING PAST FEARS  

You will naturally have ‘gaps’ in your 3-D ‘map’ so if you didn’t have 
a coping mechanism for managing your fear it would be a mistake. 
There are a lot of tricks to getting over fears but the simplest way 
I’ve found is to change the environment, either physically or 
mentally. You, or your athlete, needs to get away from the 
equipment that is causing the fear response because it will have 
negative associations with the skill. By changing what you see 
when trying to get past a fear is a very strong technique for 
extinguishing fear that has already settled in.  

Mental distancing helps as well. You can do this by talking to 
yourself in the 3rd person and generally reframing or distancing 
yourself from your mental concept of yourself.  Look at the skill you 
are afraid of as an external element, almost like another person, 
that is not involved in the fearful memory. When you have a bad 
landing you need to rebuild that skill Degree-By-Degree as soon as 
possible so that you do not let that fear circuit become imbedded 
in the brain. Do not just throw the skill again, rebuild it immediately, 
going back a few steps as needed.  #GRTcertified 

ROTATIONAL POSSIBILITIES FRONTIER (RPF) 

I have discussed this in earlier videos but in this video I describe it 
in even more detail as it relates to our final video that gives you a 
real test to see if you know the building process I have outlined 
here. The RPF is the theoretical base to calculating the actual ‘size’ 
of our acrobatic Universe of possibilities. There are many, many, 
different degrees of rotation along many different pathways, so the 
more of them you can explore the better an acrobat you will be. 
You will be able to apply the same building strategy to your very 
own new skills. It should be noted that this is my personal 
calculation and is still being developed!  #GRTcertified 

You can see the full overview of the RPF HERE: 

https://www.freestyletrampolineassociation.com/safety
https://youtu.be/zlud7iHceOk
https://youtu.be/PPL0TsP6UwQ


THE SPATIAL AWARENESS QUOTIENT (SAQ)  

The SAQ is the final real test of this building process. Yes, I have 
written tests where I can see objectively if you have understood 
the information, but the real practical test will be administering this 
SAQ test to yourself or your athletes and seeing the outcome.  

This video is pretty self explanatory but I would take the time to 
download the SAQ Booklet that will walk you through exactly how 
to calculate and graph it over time for your athletes, so you can see 
their progressions. By the time they are building these skills on 
their own you can pronounce them as fully independent athletes.  
You, as an athlete, can now truly take training into your own hands.  

I still recommend using a coach, especially at younger ages or 
lower levels, as I have said many times. However, if you follow this 
program, you do not NEED one. Coaches will help keep you on 
track when your emotions push you faster than you may be ready 
to go but through this process you should be learning the concept 
of self-regulation.  

If by the end of this program you still need a coach to tell you when 
to slow down or fill in the gaps, it means you have not really taken 
training into your own hands. At this point a coach should not need 
to regulate the athletes, but should be able to work with them and 
motivate them instead of constantly directing every move they 
make. Of course, they need the basics of a solid foundation of 
training, good strength and conditioning and self motivation. The 
athlete should have a solid building concept in their brain by now 
and the coach can now relax a bit and just enjoy the ride with the 
athlete, instead of being worried about the athlete’s progress.  

The point of this program is to help encourage athletes to be more 
self-sufficient in an ever changing world that can be unpredictable. 
Simply relying on a coach to regulate an athlete’s progression is 
becoming less and less effective as acrobatics becomes more 
independent outside of the traditional gym club.  #GRTcertified 

https://www.freestyletrampolineassociation.com/safety
https://youtu.be/O4Q5XN5xq3c


HEIGHT GAINING DRILL 

Here is a great drill for you to practice gaining height for your 
bigger tricks. You will need the extra height to be able to make the 
added rotations. This will help you learn to connect skills by 
gaining height so you have more time to think about what you are 
doing. The trick is to think about going up and not even worrying 
about your form at the start. Start by just going up and build in form 
slowly over time. #GRTcertified 

TIMING BOUNCES WITH JOHANNES LUETHI  

This is a fun drill to teach you how to measure your power that I 
filed with #GRTCrew member, Johannes Luethi. Do this drill a few 
times each training day and record it so you can see your progress. 
You can do this timing drill with other small routines or different 
skills so get creative but record your progress. This is also a great 
conditioning drill to add to your program with squats and deadlifts 
to build up both leg strength and cardio. See our Conditioning 
playlist for more info. Huge thanks to Johannes for helping us with 
this drill.  #GRTcertified  Follow Johannes at @_johannesluethi_ 

THE BIG SKILLS 

55) FLIFFIS OFF AXIS  

Here is our first double. If you have successfully gone through all of 
the videos and playlists up to this point, you should be ready to 
move on. I have taught this skill in the video here at Flip Lab 
Trampoline park, where we had a large airbag to go into for the 
start. If you have a gym or a park near you, I highly suggest you go 
there to start learning these tricks. You can never be too safe. This 
skill is our first example of going off-axis as you build up the skill. 
Many of you will naturally want to simply go for it but if you can 
build it up just like in this video you will be much safer, so take the 
time to fill in the 3-D ‘map’ Degree-By-Degree and keep your ARMS 
IN. #GRTcertified  

https://youtu.be/eTXA80-Gn7g
https://youtu.be/Si_0EqINaQI
https://youtu.be/pEABWtMnnk4


56) FLIFFIS TRADITIONAL WITH LOGAN DOOLEY 

Logan Dooley participated in the 2016 Rio Olympics and is one of 
the top Traditional trampoline athletes in the world. He was nice 
enough to shoot some videos of his amazing technique and form 
so you can see what your off-axis Fliffis can look like one day. Many 
athletes do not focus on the early KICK OUT, especially in freestyle, 
but doing that will help you learn to spot the ground and have lots 
of time to add in flips. If you can’t kick out early like in this video 
you will have trouble getting the next videos on the Pathway. An 
early kick out means you are ready to add more flips and twists. 
#GRTcertified  

57) DOUBLE SIDE FLIP WITH SEBBE WENNMALM 

Sebbe Wennmalm is a young athlete on the #GRTCrew  who also 
participates in Team Gym for Sweden and is one of the top 
Freestyle trampoline athletes in the world. He was nice enough to 
shoot some videos, with his coach Didrik Froberg, showing his 
freestyle technique and form so you can see how to build up your 
Double flips. This double flip will be easier than the double back 
flip because you can basically start it like a Fliffis, but go more to 
the side. It will allow you to be more confident with doubles before 
going backwards, which is the part that really freaks out many 
athletes. #GRTcertified  

58) DOUBLE BACK OFF AXIS WITH SEBBE WENNMALM 

In this video, Sebbe shows us that learning a Double Back by going 
off-axis first is not as hard as many athletes think, especially if you 
have already done a few doubles going forwards and sideways. 
Once you know how much power to put into it, it just gets built up 
like all the other skills. Start by going onto a mat if you can, a foam 
pit or an airbag first. Notice again that Sebbe is going off-axis to 
help bridge the gap between the first flip and the second flip. 
#GRTcertified  

https://youtu.be/f6CnuHBYZpA
https://youtu.be/MKBiFUyxoi8
https://youtu.be/vslQLaoZjsI


59) DOUBLE BACK FLIP TRADITIONAL WITH LOGAN DOOLEY 

Here we can see Logan showing us his Double Back with great 
form and nice kick outs. He holds his hands by his sides as long as 
possible on the kick out to show control. If he has to move his arms 
to balance it means he didn’t quite control the rotation on the take 
off and he needed to adjust at the end. Traditional athletes are 
judged based on their control and landing of certain set skills 
compared to creating their own skills. Even Freestyle athletes 
should take the time to practice kick outs and holding their lines as 
a way to help train the neural circuits in their brain. #GRTcertified  

60) DOUBLE LAYOUT WITH SEBBE WENNMALM 

In this video, Sebbe shows us examples of how to build up a 
Double Layout by simply opening the hips from a pike. I prefer 
learning Double Layout from a Pike because it helps you to not 
throw the head back, which is what many athletes learn. They just 
throw it backwards, but in reality the rotation should come from the 
toes kicking upwards as the body leans backwards at . . . you 
guessed it by 1%. Once you learn to lean back into it and simply 
kick the toes, it is really easy and happens on its own. In a perfect 
world, all backward take-offs would begin with the first quarter of 
the flip completely straight, from kicking the toes, then snapping 
into a twist or position. If you want, you can try using the sock drill 
to reinforce the head in, but at this point it should be natural. Take a 
moment to go back and review the Hand Spotting Back Flip video 
That is a perfect drill to practice the toe kick. #GRTcertified  

61) BACK IN FULL OUT 1/4 BY 1/4 WITH SEBBE WENNMALM 

Here we can see the same Back Full drill, Degree-By-Degree being 
applied to our double flips. After the first Back Flip, the athlete 
should simply look over the shoulder a bit and build it up quarter-
by-quarter as you see in this video. Try both directions and pick 
one that you like the most. Remember, you should be able to 
periodically go back and rebuild on your bad twisting direction just 
to remind yourself how it feels. #GRTcertified 

https://youtu.be/Gejdo-HlZEU
https://youtu.be/JTojFOqkwbI
https://youtu.be/8fEobvC1kug


62) BACK IN FULL OUT OFF AXIS WITH SEBBE WENNMALM 

This is an off-axis variation of our previous video with Sebbe. By 
going off-axis, athletes can fill in their 3-D ‘map.’ It also gives the 
athlete a different perspective as once we start going for bigger 
skills we will see that going off-axis will help protect the head and 
neck. It is easy to get lost in the big tricks when you first get 
started, so by going off-axis you can fall on your back with the arms 
in and still not get hurt. The Back In - Full Out, 1/4 by 1/4 can put 
more stress on the ankles if you do not condition properly. At this 
point you should be quite strong and be able to do at least 50 push 
ups in a row, 50 V-Snaps in a row for your core and hold a 1 minute 
handstand against a wall without coming down. If you can’t, you 
need to step up your conditioning before moving on. Tough 
landings only get tougher as you build bigger skills. #GRTcertified  

63) HALF IN HALF OUT WITH SEBBE WENNMALM 

Here we continue our building process with a very common skill. 
Half In Half Out causes many athletes issues because they want to 
twist too early. Just like in the Half Airplane video, instead of 
waiting to twist the athlete will tend to look over the shoulder, 
which forces them to go sideways because their mass is now 
shifted laterally, meaning they will travel to the side as they twist. 
For that reason we always learn it more like a Back In Full Out off-
axis to help prevent that early twist. That is why Back In Full Out 
was put before this video. #GRTcertified 

64) HALF IN HALF OUT TRADITIONAL WITH LOGAN DOOLEY 

Logan shows us his very clean Half In Half Out and again we can 
see the early kick out where he spots the ground for the complete 
second half of the double. That early kick out will be where you put 
some twisting as we progress so if you are barely landing your Half 
In Half Out, you will not be able to progress yet to the bigger skills. 
#GRTcertified 

https://youtu.be/iaTjpqqnZbE
https://youtu.be/B_OeMgZr_CM
https://youtu.be/fex_h-aHMJ4


65) RUDY OUT BUILD UP WITH SEBBE WENNMALM 

Here we build up a 1 & 1/2 twisting double front flip, called a ‘Rudy 
Out’. Again, we can see the building process, quarter-by-quarter. 
The “Full Down” that I mention in the video will be a common ‘bail’ 
for all athletes, so get to know this skill well, not simply because it 
is a cool skill, but because it teaches you one of the most common 
bails which is a Fliffis, half turn to back. This will save your ankles!  
#GRTcertified 

66) RUDY OUT TRADITIONAL WITH LOGAN DOOLEY 

Again Logan shows us the professional version that comes with 
practice. Again, see how early he kicks out and twists. Earlier the 
kick out, the more time you have to judge your landing. At this 
point you should be connecting some of these skills so having an 
early open, to see the ground, you will give yourself more time to 
think about connecting into the next skill. Kick outs do not just look 
good, they make trampoline easier. #GRTcertified  

67) HALF IN RUDY OUT WITH SEBBE WENNMALM 

Here we continue our building process with Sebbe. I really hope 
you are seeing how we have not introduced any ‘new’ tricks but 
have really just taken the building blocks from earlier and simply 
stacked them upon each other to build these skills. As long as you 
are thinking about that building process and keep your arms in, the 
technique you see with Logan will come if you choose to practice 
it. #GRTcertified 

68) HALF IN RUDY OUT TRADITIONAL WITH LOGAN DOOLEY 

Huge thanks to Logan for helping give us a competitive version of 
these built up skills. Follow Logan at @DooleyLogan  

http://www.instagram.com/dooleylogan
http://www.instagram.com/dooleylogan
https://youtu.be/O3kOoTVYKqw
https://youtu.be/FqGclnc2CjM
https://youtu.be/e4I3H1BR9EM
https://youtu.be/2uyCMhHhS2k


The reason I picked him to do these videos is because he has 
some of the tightest lines in the world and I have always admired 
those lines.  Honestly, mine don’t look as good as his, so I wanted 
to give you the best example, so you can see what is possible and 
what you can ultimately aim for. #GRTcertified  

69) FULL FULL WITH SEBBE WENNMALM 

Again, this video shows you the building process for a Full Full that 
uses the exact same building blocks as before. We have not 
changed our strategy, nor have we focused on perfect technique. 
Great shoulders and pointed toes will simply distract you from the 
building process this early on. It does not mean you do not want to 
ever try to straighten out your lines, but straightening out the lines 
takes mental effort. At this point I want the athlete to feel 
comfortable and happy with the building process before critiquing 
them. This video playlist is all about giving athletes a trampoline 
program they can follow at an open gym or even at home with 
friends and a throw mat.  

Notice how these skills are being built up on mats? That is again, 
because it forces athletes to lift upwards before rotating. If you land 
on your side off-axis as you see in the video you can also judge 
that you have time to land it if you take the mats out so its really a 
win-win. #GRTcertified  

70) MILLER WITH SEBBE WENNMALM 

Miller is just the same Full Full trajectory and building process but 
continued. You can see we basically do the Full Full with an extra 
quarter twist, then an extra half and then 3/4 just like we have seen 
over and over again in this program. Do not over complicate it! One 
thing to note is that the athlete should see the ground after the first 
full before going for the double full build up on the last flip. Over 
time you will “globalize” the trick, meaning you will even out the 
twisting throughout the whole trick. ie. 1 & 1/2 in, 1 & 1/2 out. 
Learning Full, then Double Full is easier since it builds on the exact 
same Pathway we have already been building.  #GRTcertified 

https://youtu.be/k8J-C4xzIEI
https://youtu.be/Jbb98Wbahpc


71) LOGAN DOOLEY COMPULSORY ROUTINE  

Before we get to the trickier skills I have put in a compulsory 
routine from Logan that shows you what a professional routine 
looks like. Notice the held lines and long take-offs. Remember that 
drill we did with 3/4 Front? That drill will really help make your 
routine look like this. See the #GRTnetwork Hub for a video of me 
and Logan doing Synchro! #GRTcertified 

72) CODY DOUBLE BACK WITH SEBBE WENNMALM 

These skills are a bit tougher so I suggest any athlete learn the rest 
of those building skills before getting into this skill. It will help build 
confidence and naturally will give you more time to practice timing 
the trampoline bed on your take-off before going for the Double 
Cody. Again, go off-axis to protect the head and neck and have a 
great throw mat ready with a friend helping you. You will find it 
tough to land on a mat on the trampoline and still make it over as 
the mat will deaden the bounce. When we were learning the 
building blocks earlier you can keep the mat on but as you need 
more height to fit the skill in, you will need a friend to help you out.  

Huge thanks to Sebbe and Didrik for helping give us a freestyle 
version of these built up skills. Follow Sebbe at @sebbewennmalm 

and Didrik at @diddman  #GRTcertified  

73) CODY DOUBLE BACK TO STOMACH WITH SEBBE WENNMALM 

Personally I do not like this skill but the Freestyle athletes love it so 
I have included it. I wouldn’t play with this skill until you are 
extremely comfortable with your Cody Double Backs. Make sure 
you landing hands and knees with the chest flat or you will over 
rotate and hurt your back as we saw in the Common Mistakes 
video earlier. Do many, many, many repetitions to hands and knees 
and bouncing to stomach before attempting! For you more passive 
Flippers, do not even do this skill. Unless you are really committed 
to it, its not worth it.  #GRTcertified  

http://www.instagram.com/sebbewennmalm
http://www.instagram.com/diddman
http://www.instagram.com/sebbewennmalm
http://www.instagram.com/diddman
https://youtu.be/pheV9NpV6KM
https://youtu.be/Qfqe7wStfkI
https://youtu.be/IUFEimUXGkE


74) DOUBLE BOUNCE ROLL WITH MILCO ABRAHAMS 

Again, Double Bounce Roll is the reverse of the Double Cody and 
requires the legs to kick downwards and if you take the time to go 
off-axis between the first and second flip you will protect the head 
and neck and straighten it up over top. This one is quite simple so 
everyone can play with it but don’t just go for it. Build It Up! Huge 
thanks to Milco of the #GRTCrew for helping give us his version of 
this skill. Milco competes in both traditional and freestyle 
trampoline for The Netherlands and is also working on double-mini  
skills. Follow Milco at @milco_abrahams  #GRTcertified 

75) FULL IN RUDY OUT WITH DANTE SANTOVENIA 

With those unique skills out of the way we can get back up to our 
building process. In this video I teach Dante of the #GRTCrew how 
to do a Full In Rudy Out by breaking down the skill into small 
pieces. I actually taught him how to do the skill for the first time in 
this video so you can see exactly how you can literally learn it in a 
day if you have done the building process up to this point.  

I make special mention of the fact that Dante needs to spot the 
ground after the first flip to separate the skill into two easy to 
understand parts. Feel free to go on the trampoline and do a series 
of “Front Full + Rudy” to start thinking about putting it all together. 
Again, the same building blocks are being reused over and over 
again. Huge thanks to Logan for helping give us a competitive 
version of these built up skills. Follow Dante at @dantesantovenia  
#GRTcertified  

76) BUILD UP FORWARD TWISTING 

In this video I show you how to build up multiple twisting double 
flips going forwards and discuss how you will add more twists to 
the last video. Make sure you go to your back so you do not hurt 
your ankles. As you get into 3 or 4 twists, the chance of spraining 
an ankle increases, so go to your back and do many repetitions to 

http://www.instagram.com/@milco_abrahams
http://www.instagram.com/@dantesantovenia
http://www.instagram.com/@milco_abrahams
http://www.instagram.com/@dantesantovenia
https://youtu.be/POHy7oyV9kM
https://youtu.be/Lr5ZMx0fFy4
https://youtu.be/BtYRd-p-fag


get the mental feeling of the skill. Then, when you want to go to 
your feet, all you have to think about it is “Double Full To Back…oh 
and just add an extra quarter flip and half turn which when broken 
down is really just a small movement to think about after many reps 
to your back. Build up the mats for this drill to help give you a 
sense of how much time you will have to do the extra quarter flip 
and half turn, like we did with Sebbe. #GRTcertified 

77) QUAD FULL BUILD UP  

Quad Full is a tricky skill because there is so much more twisting 
than flipping which is tough to control as you can see with Milco 
here. That is why I put this video here instead of earlier. You can 
also build up this skill the same way we did with the Front Full and 
go to your back (1 & 1/2, 2 & 1/2, 3 & 1/2 to save the ankles but I 
wanted to show you that you do not have to do that. You can be 
strong and continue Degree-By-Degree all the way from Back Full 
to Quad Full. Arms in when you land as you do not know how you 
will fall. Better safe than sorry. #GRTcertified 

78) ADOLPH OUT BUILD UP WITH SEBBE WENNMALM 

Here we can see that after going through a lot of doubles we are 
back to going off-axis for our transition from doubles into triples. I 
really hope by now you see this reoccurring pattern and see how 
simple learning trampoline skills really is if you have the motivation 
and discipline to build it up systematically instead of ‘chucking’ it. I 
know most of you Freestyle and Traditional athletes are use to 
chucking a triple into a pit but I suggest you also learn the off-axis 
approach as it helps fill in your 3-D ‘map’ as you go. The times 
where you go off-axis in this video is the same time you will decide 
to bail. As you get into triples, you have more exit points to bail, so 
make sure you practice them. #GRTcertified  

https://youtu.be/Rzftdm5JfZY
https://youtu.be/rLJsMuDJ0P0


79) BUILD UP DOUBLE FLIP TWISTS  

Here I build up twisting on doubles. We have built up block-by-
block, quarter-by-quarter already, so when you start getting into big 
twisting you really should be thinking about doing the skills to your 
back so you can then save your ankles from getting hurt. Going to 
your back will be your #1 strategy as you build up to the really big 
tricks, so please get accustomed to it.  #GRTcertified  

80) TRIFFIS WITH SEBBE WENNMALM 

Here we can see that after going through a lot of doubles we are 
back to going off-axis for our transition from doubles into triples. I 
really hope by now you see this reoccurring pattern and see how 
simple learning trampoline skills really is if you have the motivation 
and discipline to build it up systematically instead of ‘chucking’ it. I 
know most of you Freestyle and Traditional athletes are often 
starting by chucking a triple into a pit or airbag, but I would suggest 
you also learn the off-axis approach as it helps fill in your 3-D ‘map’ 
as you go. The times where you go off-axis in this video should be 
the same time you decide to bail. As you get into triples, you have 
more exit points to bail from so make sure you practice them. 
#GRTcertified  

81) TRIFFIS TRADITIONAL WITH LOGAN DOOLEY 

Thanks again to Logan for helping with this demonstration video. 
The only difference between Logan’s Triffis and the off-axis build 
up version is repetition and an earlier open body position to twist. It 
really isn’t that difficult once you understand the technique, you just 
have to be conditioned and have all your skills built up. 
#GRTcertified 

https://youtu.be/BilG2wreh7s
https://youtu.be/L6raQlNi5KU
https://youtu.be/rLJsMuDJ0P0


82) TRIPLE BACK FLIP WITH SEBBE WENNMALM 

A Triple Back Flip can be built up by going off-axis again during the 
transition from double to a triple. It will be a harder landing so I do 
suggest that you do a bunch of 2 and 1/4 to back but then if you 
can get to a gym and get a coach or a foam pit. You can turn out 
off-axis but it is a harder landing so if your not conditioned (which I 
really hope you are by now) then go condition but also go into a 
foam pit. Again, build up the trick onto mats to give yourself that 
extra confidence when you move the mats. It is no different than 
going from a single Back Flip to a Double Back Flip, just more 
power. Think about kicking those toes and then snapping into the 
tuck! #GRTcertified 

83) HALF IN TRIFFIS WITH SEBBE WENNMALM 

A Half In Triffis is just like a Half In Half Out. The same building 
blocks are being used again and again. As we come to the end of 
our Pathway you should see how each of these skills all use the 
same off-axis transition technique between flips but also use the 
same quarter rotation building blocks. Every skill uses the same 
technique. #GRTcertified  

84) HALF FULL FULL WITH DIDRIK FROBERG 

Half Full Full is our final skill that demonstrates really nicely the 
building process. I filmed this drill with National Team Gym 
Champion Didrik Froberg of Sweden at Ollerup Gymnastics School. 
You can see we are actually skipping the quarters and now going 
to halves. As you get into these bigger skills and your body is 
conditioned you will find that you do not really have to go quarter 
by quarter because you have already trained your body to do the 
building process. I really hope you understand the simple 
underlying structure we have build and I hope you notice that I 
have given the same handful of pointers and cues to think about it.  

Learning to flip on a trampoline is really simple if you have a 
pathway to follow. If you start getting ahead of yourself you may 

https://youtu.be/OmleiaHVJGg
https://youtu.be/CeX38FBsma8
https://youtu.be/XnFfJtQr1I0


get hurt, so take your time and build it up. By the time you get to 
these last few tricks, you will need to really think about getting into 
a gym and even getting a coach (yes, even if you are Freestyle). 
#GRTcertified  Follow Didrik at @diddman  

85) FULL - UNFULL FORWARDS WITH JOHANNES LUETHI & EVAN ROCHA 

This skill is quite tricky but again, it can be built up systematically as 

you can see here. Johannes Luethi and Evan Rocha of the 

#GRTCrew helped me split the skill into three parts:  

1. Full Up   

2. Position   

3. Twist Out  

Keep the ARMS IN and I suggest that you twist your bad direction 
on the Full Up, so when you kick out the tuck to twist, you are using 
your stronger side. It really has to feel like a Full Up and float… then 
you know you have time to wiggle around the Full Down. Send me 
videos if you are trying it and I can help you out! #GRTcertified 
Follow Evan at @evanjrocha 

86) BUILDING UP BIG SKILLS OVERVIEW 

Here I discuss how I use this building strategy for all my skills that 
you have seen on Youtube over the years. They were all built this 
way which is why I rarely got hurt. I did get lost some times but that 
was only when I ‘just went for it.’ If you are going to ‘just go for it’ 
then get into a gym with a huge deep foam pit. ASK THE COACH & 
CHECK FIRST HOW DEEP IT IS!  

I have broken my ankle hitting the bottom. They may tell you that 
there is a canvas under the foam that helps not hit the ground but 
this is not true. If they put a giant black trampoline bed to hold up 
the foam, the foam will put enough weight on it so that the middle 
still touches the bottom and you will be landing on concrete. If the 
pit is not deep enough, you will need extra large soft mats to cover 
a wide surface area, placed where you are going to land. Do not 

http://www.instagram.com/diddman
http://www.instagram.com/@evanjrocha
http://www.instagram.com/diddman
http://www.instagram.com/@evanjrocha
https://youtu.be/n_wUX1fW15M
https://youtu.be/nxzXoT8Hn6c


make them flat, as if you were going to land, stack them up so they 
are like the foam and give you a bigger barrier to the concrete at 
the bottom.  

Other than that you should have the building process locked in by 
now and be able to freely move between different skills and even 
start inventing your own skills.  

Take the building blocks we have created and rearrange them in 
fun ways and try to come up with a unique position or flip once 
every week at training. Remember, you can be creative without 
doing triples or quads. Take time to play with single flips but in 
unique ways that you never thought of. Use the SAQ to keep your 
building process fresh in your mind and half fun taking your training 
into your own hands.  

I do not know where your Pathway will take you but I hope you 
remember the building process and do not get launch ahead, 
thinking you now know it all. When you get stuck, remember this 
program and break it down and rebuild it. #GRTcertified 

FULL GRT APPROACH CONCLUSION 

Thank you for going down this rotational pathway with me! I hope 
you see that the building process is really a simple way to get past 
all the complicated biomechanical equations and gets to the core 
of human development. Remember, biomechanics measures skills 
after they happened, but what use is that if you have not even 
done the skill yet. Do not get analytical until you can build 
something worth analyzing!  

Please take the #GRTcertified Full GRT Approach Pathway Quiz 
HERE:  

Once you fill out the quiz it will be sent to me to mark it and if you 
get 80% or better you will be given a Certificate of Completion that 
tells everyone you understand the GRT Approach to coaching 
trampoline. 

http://www.freestyletrampolineassociation.com/level-3
https://youtu.be/hHFKSgHUwGQ


I hope you enjoyed our rotational pathway and that you learned 
how to simplify acrobatic training. The fun does not stop here 
though. On the #GRTnetwork Hub we have an ever growing library 
of videos and tutorials from leaders in the industry that will give you 
a global view of different coaching perspectives and allow you to 
compare and contrast different view points.  

Thanks!  
Greg Roe 
Acrobatic Sports Specialist 
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